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Network Prominence in Social Network Services and Seller Performance in
Social Marketplaces: An Exploratory Study
Shan Wang*, Fang Wang2
Edwards School of Business, University of Saskatchewan, Canada
Lazaridis School of Business & Economics, Wilfrid Laurier University, Canada
Abstract: Social network services (SNS) have been used to support sellers in e-commerce marketplaces for years. It offers
multiple affordances to sellers to promote their products, maintain relationships with customers and learn from other sellers.
However, the open nature of online SNS also fosters competition as sellers can closely follow each other. How SNS impacts
the sales performance of online sellers has not been studied in the literature. This research presents a preliminary study to
explore the role of SNS on the performance of online sellers, with a focus on seller’s network prominence in SNS. Four
types of network prominences are proposed in the research and data from 83,462 stores were collected over two years to
empirically verify our hypotheses.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Social network services (SNS) are a web-based service that allows individuals to construct a public or

semi-public profile within a bounded system, articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection,
and view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system [1]. SNS, also called
open social graph, is one of the major enablers of social marketplaces such as EBay and Etsy. It has multiple and
conflicting affordances. On one hand, it bonds buyers with common product interests together and facilitates
product discovery. It also supports seller’s reputation building and social learning from peers. On the other hand,
the open social structure of SNS intensifies competition among sellers and causes knowledge and customer
spillover. However, to date there is limited understanding of the role of SNS as an open social graph in the field
of e-commerce, particularly on its implication to sellers [2].
Based on the social network theory, this study makes preliminary efforts to understand the impact of
structural embeddedness of online stores in SNS on their sales performance. We focus on the role of network
prominence, an important aspect of structural embeddedness. Network prominence represents a store’s network
position and has been studied under the concept of centrality in the literature.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Social network analysis (SNA) is the process of investigating social structures through the use of networks
and graph theory [3]. Centrality is a key measure of network prominence in SNA [3,4]. It is the extent to which
a focal actor is linked to others and occupies the central position in a network. High centrality is normally
considered a strategic position in which an organization achieves high status within the network. There are a
wide variety of centrality measurements, and in this research, we focus on studying the impact of degree
centrality. Degree centrality is the number of direct ties a node owns in the network. It reflects the relative
dominance of a single node and its popularity, active participation and involvement in the network [4].
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HYPOTHESES
In social marketplaces, there are two prominent groups of SNS users, buyers and sellers. The two groups,

although mixed together in SNS, join and use the SNS functionalities with different purposes and should be
studied as separate networks in order to tease out the differential impacts of network position on store
performance. In both networks, we distinguish between outdegree and indegree centrality [4] as online SNS are
directed networks. One can follow others and be followed by others. We propose four hypotheses:
H1: A seller’s indegree centrality among buyers in online social marketplaces is positively related to the
store sales, and such positive relationship is strengthened when a seller’s indegree centrality increases. This is
mainly due to the social capital, preferential attachment, directed social learning effects that a seller enjoys.
H2: A seller’s outdegree centrality among buyers in online social marketplaces is positively related to the
store performance, and such positive relationship diminishes with the increase of a seller’s outdegree centrality.
In other words, there is an inverted-U shape relationship between outdegree centrality among buyers and store
performance. The U-shaped relationship is mainly due to the positive social learning effect and the negative
information overload effect.
H3: A seller’s indegree centrality among sellers in online social marketplaces is positively related to the
store performance, and such a positive effect quickly diminishes with the increase of a seller’s indegree
centrality. In other words, there is an inverted U shape between indegree centrality among sellers and store
performance. This is mainly because the signaling, social learning and bridging effects that a seller enjoy, but
such benefits can be eroded by the negative effect of competitive ties.
H4: A seller’s outdegree centrality among sellers in online social marketplaces is negatively related to the
store performance, and such a negative relationship is weakened with the increase of a seller’s outdegree
centrality. In other words, there is a U shape relationship between indegree centrality among sellers and store
performance. This is mainly because the negative social imitation effect can be offset by the positive customer
bridging effect that a seller enjoys.
Table 1 regression results

4.

DATA

COLLECTION,

ANALYSIS

AND

RESULTS
We collect social network data from Etsy, a social
marketplace that support the sales of crafts and vintage or
creative products. We crawled its SNS data for 104,674
sellers in June 2017 and 2018, respectively. Our final sample
includes 83,462 stores and a two period, balanced panel data
of 166,924 observations.
Because the dependent variable is a count of number of
products sold or favorited, and the variance of our dependent
variable exceeds its mean, we adopt the negative binomial
model. Since we have a two period panel data, we use fixed
effect negative binomial model in this research [5]. The
fixed effect model can allow us to control non-observable
stable store variables.
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In the equation,

is the dispersion

parameter, X is a vector of dependent variables
and Z is a vector of control variables. SN
represents seller network and BN represents
buyer network. We log-transform variables such
as degrees, median prices and number of
products since these variables are highly skewed.
Table 1 summarizes the regression results. We run three regressions: the regression with control variables
only, with independent variables added, and with the quadratic terms of independent variables added. All the
hypotheses are confirmed. We run several tests to test the validity of the results. For example, the model also
may suffer from the problem of heteroskedasticity, we run the models with robust errors. The results of model
are very robust, remain the same as the original model.
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